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WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
REVISED    |   5TH  EDITION



Photography by Stephan Partipilo. All rights reserved.

Hello! Thank you for checking out my work and considering having me as your 
wedding photographer! If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask. 
I want to ensure the transition from scheduling, shooting, and post experiences, 

go as smoothly & enjoyable as possible! 
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PROCESS

1. PLANNING 
All wedding packages are custom tailored to meet specific interests and needs. Let’s discuss 
specific photos you want, and moments you want captured. This will become our shot list. A visit 
to the venue prior goes a long way. If there’s a planner involved we should definitely speak 
together. The more I know the schedule the more I can prepare to capture any specific moments 
you want. We’ll also have an agreement/contract to secure details of our business together. 

2. WEDDING 
This is the fun part! It’s your big special day(s). I’ll be following you around mostly and 
documenting everything. Try not to worry about me. I will regularly check in with you about 
getting shots taken from the list we made and will strictly stick to our shot list and any shots 
requested of me. 

3. DELIVERING 
You’ll receive a private Pixieset web gallery link with secure password and are welcome to 
favorite/heart/select which images you want edited/retouched (see pg 5). 



INFORMATION
RECEIVING IMAGES:  

- Soon after the wedding, you’ll receive a Pixieset link with secure password allowing you to 
FAVORITE/HEART/SELECT which photos you want edited/retouched. These images are not edited, 
very low resolution/quality, and only serve as proofs. The more selected, the longer it takes to 
deliver so please feel free to be as picky as you like. I usually do not deliver more than 400 images. 

- The finalized edited & retouched photos are delivered via Dropbox Link. Standard turn around time 
is within 90 days but can sometimes take longer. Candids are usually delivered before portraits. 

- You’ll receive all the photos created from our shot list, plus photos you selected from the Pixieset 
web gallery (if you choose), as well as any photos I personally think look best. 

- I usually deliver around 300-400 fully edited & fully retouched images for a complete package 
including candids, portraits, and all the photos from our shot list. I normally don’t deliver more 
than 400. No RAW files are ever provided. 

PAYMENT: 
A non-refundable deposit or downpayment is required to secure dates and times. Usually this is 
25-50% of the agreed total price of package. 
Rest of payment is due before any photo or file deliveries are made. 
Payment can be completed in as many pre-agreed-upon payments over time as necessary to fit within 
budget and schedule. 
Methods accepted include: Paypal, Venmo, Check, & Cash.
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PIXIESET 

The private PixieSet web gallery link includes a password. Use the password to view the low res 
proofs straight from my camera. Then favorite/heart/select which images you would like edited & 
retouched. These are not the finalized images and do not represent the final product. Finalized 
images will be delivered electronically via Dropbox link and will be the highest quality. 

EXAMPLE: http://stephanpartipilo.pixieset.com/yoursessionwillbehere 
Password: tHisISaPasSwoRd 

DROPBOX 

The average file size is about 5MB with a maximum file size being 7000kb or 7MB. Please hold 
onto your photos once you’ve downloaded them. Save them to a thumbdrive, burn them to a 
data CD. I do not hold onto (or store) your images once they’ve been delivered to you. 

EXAMPLE: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ThisIsAnExampleOfWhatTheDropBoxLinkWillLookLike/
ItWillBeTHISLongProbablyToo
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SELECTING & ORDERING

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ThisIsAnExampleOfWhatTheDropBoxLinkWillLookLike/ItWillBeTHISLongProbablyToo


CONTACTING & BOOKING
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For the smoothest quality experience, please try to schedule at least several months in 
advance. Last minute weddings are rarely scheduled & when they are; the shoots are 
very very very small & basic (elopement, etc). 

I’m the only person running this. The best way to reach me is: Email, Instagram, and (if 
we know each other already) text or phone call. The email will always be 
hello@stephanpartipilo.com. If you need to verify me, please do so by contacting me 
via those means. 

I’m based out of Oregon area but sometimes travel. When I travel I post about it online 
beforehand so everyone knows where I’ll be. If you’re located outside Oregon & would 
like to collaborate with me, get me to your location & I’ll be happy to provide services 
such as family or couple sessions, or possibly even wedding photography, for free. You 
will want to consider travel expenses, food, housing/lodging, any rentals, insurance, 
etc. I would be happy to figure such things out for you and provide an estimate. Thank 
you for your consideration.

mailto:hello@stephanpartipilo.com

